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Abstract 

Over the last couple of decades, video processing and coding has grown exponentially. The processing 

power of the computers available has grown in almost equal proportions. However, with the introduction 

of newer video standards, which are further more complex, it has become imperative to work on more 

optimized algorithms and implement them efficiently and judiciously. In this paper, we compare the two 

most commonly used search algorithms, New Three step and Tabu Search for motion estimation and 

decide which one is better for a given type of video sequence. This information can help in better decision 

making regarding the choice of the algorithm for a certain video sequence and PSNR improved up to 

40.0742. 
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1 Introduction 

With the development of multimedia era and 

broadly use of internet, video storage on CD or 

DVD and streaming video has become very 

popular. The demand of moving image (video) is 

increasing day by day. It is essential in many areas 

such as online monitoring of assembly processes, 

multimedia broadcasting, robot navigation and 

inspection, military, remote sensing, medical and 

real time application [1]. In future cellular phone 

will send and receive real time video. Video is the 

sequence of   moving   images. Video is 

electronics medium for the recording, playing, 

broadcasting and display of moving things, in 

other words video is defined as it is the visual 

multimedia source that combines a sequence of 

images to form a moving image. Video coding is 

the process of dense or condensing a digital video 

sequence into a smaller number of bits.  

Digital video is quickly increasing   since 1990 

when video standard MPEG-1first developed [2]. 

Digital videos have some advantages over the 

analog videos. Digital videos are easy to transmit, 

reducing noise and able to afford an interactive 

interface between the users. But due to digital 

video inbuilt data intensity of video sequence it is 

complex to store and transmit the video data.  

The idea behind video compression based on 

motion estimation which is used to save number 

of bits required for encoding the video. The 

purpose for doing motion estimation is to 

minimize the energy and bandwidth requirement 

for transmission of videos over wireless medium. 
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Motion estimation is the key element in video 

compression. Motion estimation is used to remove 

the temporal redundancy between consecutive 

frames in time domain. But the main purpose of 

the motion estimation is to maximize the 

compression efficiency rather than to find the true 

motion[3].  Motion compensation blocks work, 

only when  there is a past frame is stored. It is 

used to calculate the displacement vector between 

the current frame and references frame.  There is 

some correation between the current frame and 

reference frame that is used to find the best 

matching position of pixels intensity value of 

current frame in reference frame[4]. The location 

where best match is found difference in position 

of current frame and reference frame is obtained 

and this is called the motion vector. It only works 

on the luminance block.. The rest of paper is 

design as follows. The overall past work is 

describe in Section II. Section III describes the 

block matching algorithm new three step search. 

Section IV describe framework of the 

implementation used for proposed work. Result 

discussion describe in section V. Finally, Section 

VI describes the conclusion of paper. 

II. Literature Review 

Deepa Mary Thomas et. al, 2012 presented the 

two classifications of motion estimation which are 

more popular and used in the process of video 

compression. After implementation it shows that 

the PSNR of new proposed algorithm is almost 

close to the full search but there is a reduction in 

the computation time. 

Chandana Pandey et. al, 2014 focused on the 

parametric analysis of diamond search algorithm 

which is the fast block based motion estimation 

technique. Result shows that number of 

computation and the PSNR are decreased by 

increasing the block size. In this paper the speed 

improvement of DS over FS is obtained in range 

91% to 92%.  

Ruchi Jain et al, 2014 presented the comparative 

performance of 5 different block matching 

algorithms of motion estimation and compared 

based on the parameters of PSNR and (NC). It is 

conclude that among all the methods of video 

compression, block matching algorithm for 

motion estimation is more accepted.  

Akhil mahajan et. al, 2014 discussed the 

comparison of block based motion estimation and 

pixel based motion estimation. Pixel based motion 

estimation algorithms provides the best PSNR as 

compared to the block based motion estimation. It 

also can reduce the computational time as 

compare to block based motion estimation.  

M. S. A. P. Chauhan et. al, 2013 presented the 

comparatively study of the four block matching 

algorithms named as exhaustive search, new three 

step search, four step search and diamond search 

algorithms. It is conclude that DS is best in all the 

three algorithms because its PSNR value is almost 

close to full search and it reduces the no. of 

computations. So DS is preferred to save time and 

better PSNR value.  

Darshna D.Jagiwala et. al, 2012  discussed the 

analysis of the block matching algorithms which 

are used for the motion estimation in video 

standard H.264. Generally motion estimation is 
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quite computationally intensive and can save up to 

80% of computation power.  

M.R.Khammar, 2012 presented the review of the 

block matching algorithms which are used for the 

motion estimation. In this paper four algorithms 

are discussed named full search, four step search, 

diamond search and ARPS and compared in the 

value of PSNR and search points per macro block 

for the different block size and area 

Chandana Pandey, et.  al, 2015discusses the 

literature survey of motion estimation for block 

matching algorithm which have been proposed. 

The comparison is between three step search, new 

three step search, four step search, diamond 

search, hexagonal diamond search, modified 

diamond search, fast diamond search and 

orthogonal diamond search. Different variants of 

DS are also providing the good result without 

degradation in the quality of video. By reducing 

the no. of search points, speed of all the 

algorithms can be improved. 

Ionuţ Pirnog et. al, 2011 presented  about the 

importance of the search window dimensions for 

fast block matching algorithms for motion 

estimation. The results showed that for increased 

search windows some of the algorithms in the 

second category show an increase of the PSNR 

between the current frame. 

Ram Srinivasanand et. al, 1985 proposed 

computationally simpler and effective method for 

estimating motion in a video sequence. A simpler 

coder based on this is being investigated for video 

conferencing purposes with various video 

sequences. 

Vivek Sinha et. al, 2015 presented the improved 

performance of the H.264 codec for various 

motion estimation algorithms under different 

motion video conditions. The results make easy 

choice of a particular combination of parameters 

for a given application under a set of constraints.  

III- Block Matching Algorithms 

In recent years, there are many fast block motion 

estimation algorithms have been proposed to 

reduce the computation complexity  in video 

encoder. There are many fast algorithms but block 

matching motion estimation is mostly used 

because it is highly  dependent and no other 

technique is like this, which can generate good 

visual quality for all videos. It is the best method 

of motion estimation. It is used to  reduce the 

temporal redundancy.[2]. In BMA  the motion 

vector is calculated for entire block of pixels 

instead of  individual pixel. This calculated 

motion is applied on all the pixels in blocks. A 

more accurate motion vector is estimated by 

applying BMA which reduce the computational 

requirements. In BMA the video is converted into 

the frames. BMA is applicable when there are two 

frames one is current frame and other is reference 

frame. The reference frame may be past frame or 

future frame.  

There are 4 parameters are involved in the block 

based motion estimation. 

1. Cost function 

2. Search parameters 

3. Block size 

4. Performance measure parameter    

New three step search algorithm: The new 

three step search algorithm is different from the 

three step search algorithm because it is centered  
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biased checking point scheme. and it is a halfway 

stop technique for stationary or quasi stationary 

blocks. It reduce the computational complexity. 

The checking point  in NTSS are 17 and 33 for the 

best case and worst case respectively [5]. The 

steps of NTSS are: 

STEP 1:There are 8 checking points including the 

center point. In this the minimum cost function is 

calculated in two ways. Firsty take the step size=4 

and then step size=1 away from search origin. 

STEP 2: In the second step, halfway stop 

technique for stationary or quasi stationary  block 

is employed. There are three cases: 

a). Calculate minimum cost function, if the cost 

function is found at the centered  position then 

search is stopped. 

b). When S=1. The minimum cost function is not 

at the centered positioned then change the origin 

of search to that point and find the minimum cost 

function  point adjacent to it. That point  which 

represent the minimum cost function is the closest 

match and motion vector is set at that point. 

c). If minimum cost function is not found in(a) 

and (b) then TSS procedure is applied taken the 

step size=4 [5]. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1  NTSS search process [5] 
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IV  Framework of the Implementation 

In this investigation, there is PCA technique is 

applied followed by LBP. 

From the new three step search algorithm a new 

algorithm is proposed tabu search. The steps of 

tabu search are as follows: 

Step 1 Consider an initial tabusize. Take block at 

the Center of the search area and assume eight 

blocks around the center point and add it to tabu 

list. 

Step 2 Search Using Tabu Search for next block If 

the best match obtained is at the center, then 

reduce the tabusize in the tabu search. If more 

than one of the other points is the best match 

using fitness function, then it becomes the center 

and again step 1 is repeated. 

Step 3 When the step tabusize becomes unity, all 

the eight blocks around the center are selected for 

the search and the best among them is picked as 

the required block. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2. Tabu search [self elobareted] 
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Fig 3 Proposed Methodologies 

V  Result & discussion 

New three steps and Tabu search are analyzed in 

the research work.  Tabu search gives modified 

result as compare to new three step search. 

A comparison between two techniques is given by 

table 1. It shows that peak signal to noise ratio is 

improved up to 39.9840 for 16 step size. 

Table 1 Comparative Analysis of N3SS & Tabu 

Search (Step Size = 16) 

Performance N3SS Tabu Search 

PSNR 39.9280 39.9840 

MSE 9.7564 7.3824 

SSIM 0.9758 0.9788 

 

Fig 4 shows the graphical representation of 

different algorithm performance for 16 step size . 

Mean square error is decrease up to 7.3824 and 

SSIM improved up to 0.9788. 

 

Fig 4 Performance analysis of different 

algorithm with step Size =16 

A comparison between two techniques is given by 

table 2. It shows that peak signal to noise ratio is 

improved up to 40.1292for 8 step size. 
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Table 2 Comparative Analysis of N3SS & 

Tabu Search (Step Size = 8) 

Performance N3SS Tabu Search 

PSNR 40.0742 40.1292 

MSE 9.1207 6.9127 

SSIM 0.9796 0.9824 

 

Fig 5 shows the graphical representation of 

different algorithm performance for 8 step size . 

Mean square error is decrease up to 6.9127and 

SSIM improved up to 0.9824. 

 

Fig 5 Performance analysis of different 

algorithm with step Size =8 

Table 3 Comparative Analysis of N3SS & Tabu 

Search (Step Size = 4) 

Performance N3SS Tabu 

Search 

PSNR 41.690 42.415 

MSE 8.30227 6.3876 

SSIM 0.9816 0.9887 

 

 

Fig 6 Performance analysis of different 

algorithm with step Size =4 

Fig 6 shows the graphical representation of 

different algorithm performance for 4 step size . 

Mean square error is decrease up to 6.3876 and 

SSIM improved up to 0.9887. 

VI  Conclusion 
 

The methodology has been developed in this 

paper, is based on new three step search and Tabu 

search. The proposed techniques have high peak 

signal to noise ratio, high structure similarity 

index Measure & least mean square error. Peak 

signal to noise ratio is 40.1292 with the Tabu. 

Future scope of research work is to block 

matching with very high PSNR. 
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